
The Slide with Climbing Wall offers an extra 
dimension to climbing. With its stair and 
climbing wall, it attracts children for sliding and 
offers an alternative route, too. Sliding is fun 
play and children try it out, again and again. 
Looping the stair, climbing wall and the slide, 
apart from being fun, is great cardio training. 
Children also train their turn-taking skills and 

empathy when considering others in front or 
behind them. When children slide, they train 
their core muscles, sitting upright while sliding 
down. This stimulates trunk stability, important 
for avoiding back and neck pains – a growing 
problem in children due to sedentary lifestyles. 
Sliding trains the sense of balance, 
fundamental for other motor skills. Climbing up 

the ladder or climbing wall, children train cross-
coordination, which trains cross-modal 
perception,  important for instance for reading 
skills.
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Slide with Climbing Wall
M333

Item no. M33301-3517

General Product Information

Dimensions LxWxH  104x417x277 cm
Age group  4+
Play capacity (users) 3
Colour options n
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Slide with Climbing Wall
M333

Climbing cleat
Physical: placed to support hands and feet 
when crawling across, they train dexterity, 
hand and foot strength. Social-Emotional: 
adds the feeling of security, helping children to 
feel confident in climbing higher.

Slide
Physical: develops spatial awareness, sense 
of balance and trains core muscles when 
sitting upright going down. Social-Emotional: 
empathy stimulated by turn-taking.

Pipe ladder
Physical: cross coordination and eye-hand 
coordination are supported when children 
climb the ladder. The climbing also supports 
leg and arm muscles. Social-Emotional: 
learning about turn taking and cooperation.



The stainless steel slides with one piece slide 
bed are made of high-quality stainless steel AISI 
304.

The steel surfaces are hot-dip galvanised inside 
and outside with lead-free zinc. The 
galvanisation has excellent corrosion resistance 
in outside environments and requires low 
maintenance.

Panels of 19mm EcoCore™. EcoCore™ is a 
highly durable, eco-friendly material, which is 
not only recyclable after use but also consists of 
a core produced from 100% recycled material.

The curved climbing wall is made of Ekogrip® 
panel that consists of a 15mm thick PE base 
with 3 mm top-layer of soft rubber with a non-
skid effect.

 

Slide with Climbing Wall
M333

Item no. M33301-3517

Installation Information
Max. fall height 186 cm
Safety surfacing area 25.1 m²
Total installation time 6.0
Excavation volume 0.81 m³
Concrete volume 0.00 m³
Footing depth (standard) 70 cm
Shipment weight 266 kg
Anchoring options In-ground a

Surface a

Warranty Information
Climbing Grips 10 years
EcoCore HDPE Lifetime
Galvanised Steel Lifetime
Spare Parts Guarantee 10 years
Stainless Steel Slide 10 years
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Cradle to Gate A1-A3 Total CO  ₂
emission CO e/kg₂ Recycled 

materials

kg CO e₂ kg CO e/kg₂ %

M33301-3517 501.23 2.44 33.22

The overall framework applied for these factors is the Environmental Product Declaration (EPD), which 
quantifies "environmental information on the life cycle of a product and enable comparisons between 
products fulfilling the same function" (ISO, 2006). This follows the structure and applies a Life-Cycle 
Assessment approach to the entire Product stage from raw material through manufacturing (A1-A3))
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Sustainability Data
M333



* Max fall height | ** Total height | *** Safety surfacing area * Max fall height | ** Total height
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Click to see TOP VIEW Click to see SIDE VIEW

https://kompandam.blob.core.windows.net/$web/prod/a5e86d12-84d8-4e95-897e-376d7a7c1797/M333_Footprint_AS.jpg
https://kompandam.blob.core.windows.net/$web/prod/010bc8da-97af-4507-a4e1-c25522dc7dc6/M333_Side_AS.jpg
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